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We suggest that the reactivity of Au nanocatalysts can be greatly increased by doping the oxide
substrate on which they are placed with an electron donor. To demonstrate this, we perform density
functional theory calculations on a model system consisting of a 20-atom gold cluster placed on a
MgO substrate doped with Al atoms. We show that not only does such substrate doping switch the
morphology of the nanoparticles from the three-dimensional tetrahedral form to the two-dimensional
planar form, but it also significantly lowers the barrier for oxygen dissociation by an amount
proportional to the dopant concentration. At a doping level of 2.78%, the dissociation barrier is
reduced by more than half, which corresponds to a speeding up of the oxygen dissociation rate by five
orders of magnitude at room temperature. This arises from a lowering in energy of the s and p states
of Au. The d states are also lowered in energy, however, this by itself would have tended to reduce
reactivity. We propose that a suitable measure of the reactivity of Au nanoparticles is the difference
in energy of sp and d states. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4932944]
Catalysts work by decreasing the activation barrier for
a chemical reaction to proceed. One of the challenges in
designing better catalysts is to come up with newer catalysts
which lower barriers further; a reduction of even a few percent
can translate into significant speeding up of reaction rates. It
is now well-established that gold is not noble in nanometer
sizes1 and can catalyze several reactions: most notably, the
conversion of noxious carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide.2–8
This reaction is of great technological interest because of its
utility in devices such as catalytic converters in automobiles
and fuel cells.
As a result of the insights accumulated from a combination
of experimental and theoretical work, it was realized that
it should be possible to fine-tune the electronic (and hence
catalytic) properties of gold clusters by controlling factors such
as their size and shape, as well as by doping either the clusters
themselves or the support on which they were placed.9,10
Indeed, recently it has been shown, both theoretically11 and
experimentally,12,13 that doping the oxide substrate on which
gold nanocatalysts are supported, with an electron donor,
can control the morphology of the nanoparticles. The truly
interesting question is whether such substrate doping also
improves catalytic properties. We now show, using first-
principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations, and
considering oxygen dissociation as a simple model reaction,
that such doping can also significantly reduce reaction barriers,
by an amount proportional to the doping concentration.
The representative system we choose to study, a 20-atom
gold cluster placed on a MgO substrate, has been the subject
of several previous studies.14–19 Au20 has two low-energy
isomers: a three-dimensional tetrahedral form (T) and a two-
dimensional planar form (P). T is lower in energy in the gas
phase as well as on pristine MgO; however, there is reason
to speculate that P, if it could be somehow stabilized, might
be the better catalyst. One, therefore, looks for strategies to
coax the system into favoring P over T. Previous authors had
suggested two methods for this: using an ultra-thin MgO layer
placed on a metal substrate,14–17 and placing the whole system
in a high electric field.18
While these suggestions are of great fundamental interest,
we recently demonstrated the efficacy of a third solution11
which we believe might translate more easily to practical
applications: doping the MgO substrate with a small fraction
of impurity atoms. Upon doping with certain electron donors
such as Al, the extra electrons are transferred to the gold cluster,
which then prefers to flatten out. Al-doped MgO20,21 is one of
the simplest substrates with which to model electron donation.
Using DFT, we showed that when the Al doping concentration
exceeded ∼0.4%, P became energetically lower than T.11
The strategy of substrate doping as a way of modifying Au
nanoparticle morphologies has subsequently been shown to
work experimentally, in this case using Mo (Cr) atoms as the
electron donors, and CaO (MgO) as the substrate;12,13 this
has recently been interpreted in terms of redox chemistry.22
Subsequently, it has also been shown theoretically that a
similar effect can be achieved by depositing Au20 on N-doped
graphene23 or on silicene supported on Ag(111).24
Our spin-polarized DFT calculations have been performed
using the Quantum-ESPRESSO package,25 with ultrasoft
pseudopotentials,26 and a plane wave basis set, with cutoffs
of 30 Ry and 240 Ry for wave functions and charge densities,
respectively. Exchange-correlation interactions were treated
using the PW91 form of the generalized gradient approxi-
mation.27 The Au20 cluster was placed on a 6 × 6 surface
cell comprised of four layers of MgO; periodic boundary
conditions were then used. In the surface-normal direction,
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FIG. 1. Low-energy adsorption geome-
tries for a single O2 molecule adsorbed
on a 20 atom gold cluster supported on
MgO. (a) T1 for O2 on Au(T)/MgO,
(b) P1, and (c) P2 for O2 on Au(P)
on 2.78% Al-doped MgO. Gray, purple,
and yellow spheres represent Mg, Al,
and Au atoms, respectively. O atoms
in the substrate/adsorbed on the surface
are red/blue.
a vacuum spacing of ∼14 Å was used. The Brillouin zone was
sampled at the zone center only. All atomic coordinates were
relaxed till forces were < 0.001 Ry/bohr.
To examine the effects of progressive substrate doping,
we have considered four dopant concentrations: 0%, 0.69%,
1.39%, and 2.78%. The doping by an electron donor was
modeled by substituting the appropriate number of sub-surface
Mg atoms with Al. The dopant atoms were placed in the third
layer from the surface, though the effects of changing the
positions of dopant atoms were explored. In Fig. 1, we show the
lowest energy configuration found by us for adsorption on the
T cluster on pristine MgO (labeled T1), as well as two low-
energy configurations for adsorption on the P cluster (labeled
P1 and P2), on the 2.78% Al-doped MgO substrate. These
geometries are in agreement with previous predictions for the
favored adsorption sites on Au clusters on oxide substrates.4,28
In an actual experimental situation, several sites with differing
barriers will be occupied, and one will see a combined effect.29
We define the adsorption energy as Eads = −{Etot[(Au20
+ O2)/MgO] − Etot(Au20/MgO) − Etot(O2)}, where the terms
on the right-hand-side are the total energies of, respectively (i)
the system consisting of O2 adsorbed on the Au20 cluster on a
MgO substrate, (ii) just the Au20 on MgO, and (iii) O2 in the
gas phase; all these are computed in relaxed geometries. On
the undoped MgO, the most favorable adsorption geometry on
the planar cluster is P2, with Eads = 0.73 eV; this configuration
is lower in energy than the P1 geometry by 0.61 eV.
However, at a doping concentration of 2.78%, P1 is the most
stable adsorption geometry with Eads = 0.95 eV, while the P2
geometry has Eads = 0.69 eV. We note that substrate doping
also has a significant effect on the binding of O2 on the bare
MgO substrate (i.e., when no Au clusters are present). It is
unfavorable for O2 to bind on bare undoped MgO; however,
on bare 2.78% doped MgO, Eads increases to the rather high
value of 3.30 eV. It is important to note that this value is
modified significantly when Au clusters are present on the
doped surface, e.g., at 2.78% doping, the highest value of Eads
away from the cluster is found to be 0.59 eV. This may be
compared with values of Eads of 0.95 eV and 0.69 eV on the
P1 and P2 sites, respectively, of the Au cluster, i.e., when
Au clusters are present on doped MgO, we find that the O2
molecule would prefer to bind to the Au cluster rather than to
uncovered areas of the doped substrate.
Next, in order to obtain an indication of the impact that
the substrate doping may have on chemical reactivity, we
compute the dissociation barriers Ediss of a single molecule
of O2 on these supported gold T and P clusters, at various
doping concentrations. This is done using the technique
of constrained minimization, with the O–O distance as the
reaction coordinate. As an example of results from one such
set of calculations, in Fig. 2, we show how the total energy
of the system varies with the O–O bond length for adsorption
initially in the P2 geometry, for a dopant concentration of
2.78%.
On the pristine substrate, where the T morphology is
lower in energy than P, we obtain Ediss = 0.68 eV for the
adsorption geometry T1. Upon doping, the P morphology
becomes lower in energy than T. Interestingly, we find that not
FIG. 2. Example of a computation of
a dissociation barrier: results for to-
tal energy versus O–O bond length
for adsorption geometry P2 on 2.78%
Al-doped MgO. The insets depict the
system geometry at various stages of
the reaction. Gray, purple, and yel-
low spheres represent Mg, Al, and Au
atoms, respectively. O atoms in the
substrate/adsorbed on the surface are
red/blue.
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FIG. 3. (a) The barrier for O2 dissociation for the P1 and P2 geometries of the Au(P) cluster, (b) the filling in the Au d-states, (c) the filling in the Au sp-states,
both averaged over all atoms in the cluster, (d) the position of the d-band center, εd, (e) the center of the sp-bands, εsp, and (f) εsp−εd, all as a function of doping
concentration. The arrows in (d) and (e) show the direction of the Fermi energy.
only do we obtain significantly lower dissociation barriers for
P geometries on the doped substrates, but it is also possible to
tune Ediss by varying the doping concentration. This is shown
in Fig. 3(a): for both adsorption geometries P1 and P2 on
the planar cluster, we find a very dramatic decrease of Ediss
upon doping; the greater the doping, the lower the barrier.
For P2, Ediss is lowered from 0.83 eV on undoped MgO to
0.29 eV at a doping concentration of 2.78%, a reduction by
65%. Perhaps more meaningfully, this represents a decrease
of 57% with respect to Ediss = 0.68 eV, the value for the T1
adsorption geometry on the pristine substrate. Since reaction
rate constants vary exponentially with Ediss, this corresponds
to a speeding up of the dissociation rate by five orders
of magnitude at room temperature (assuming that the pre-
exponential factors remain the same). As we had found earlier
for the energetics of the morphology change,11 here too we find
that varying the position of the dopant atom (either laterally
or vertically) has only a small effect on dissociation barriers.
For example, for a doping concentration of 2.78%, moving
the dopant atom from the third substrate layer to the second
substrate layer changes the dissociation barrier at P1 from
0.53 eV to 0.55 eV.
We find that the adsorption energy per oxygen atom after
dissociation is 0.76 eV for the P1 site, and 0.71 eV for the P2
site (both at a doping concentration of 2.78%). This falls into
the intermediate range of binding energies desirable for the
reaction to be favorable.4
For the T cluster, a similar reduction of barriers upon
doping is observed: we find that the barrier for O2 dissociation
is lowered from 0.68 eV to 0.39 eV when the dopant
concentration is 2.78%. Note, however, that at this dopant
concentration, the T morphology is not energetically favored,
since the P form is lower in energy on the doped substrate.
On examining our results for barriers, we conclude that
the dramatic lowering of barriers is caused primarily by
increasing the charge transfer to the cluster by increasing the
dopant concentration, rather than due to the change in cluster
morphology.
We now attempt to understand and explain our results.
We first examine trends in charge transfer and the activation
of the O–O bond, at the P1 and P2 sites. Fig. 4(a) shows
the charge gained by the O2 molecule upon adsorption on the
planar Au20 cluster, while Fig. 4(b) shows the resulting increase
in the O–O bond length. As expected, upon adsorption, the
molecule gains charge, and the interatomic length is increased
with respect to the gas phase value of 1.21 Å, which will aid
dissociation. However, one sees a clear difference between
the trends at the two sites P1 and P2. At P1, the charge
transferred to the molecule increases monotonically with the
doping concentration, going from 0.53 e to 1.20 e over the
range of doping concentrations considered. Correlating with
this, there is a significant linear increase in the O–O bond
length, from 1.32 Å to 1.50 Å. However, at the P2 site,
the changes in charge transfer and bond activation are much
smaller and not even monotonic. Since the O2 dissociation
energy decreased monotonically and significantly at both the
P1 and P2 sites [recall Fig. 3(a)], this suggests that we need
to look further in order to explain satisfactorily the observed
trends in dissociation energy as a function of substrate doping.
Accordingly, we now examine how the electronic struc-
ture of the Au cluster changes upon doping the substrate. The
“d-band model” of catalysis30 has been extremely successful
for transition metal catalysts with partially filled d states.
However, it has also been used to explain why gold is the
noblest metal in extended systems,31 and why gold becomes
reactive in nanometer sizes when the coordination number is
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FIG. 4. Trends in charge transfer and activation for
oxygen on planar Au20/MgO: (a) the charge transferred
to the O2 molecule from the substrate or cluster, (b) the
elongation of the O–O bond in the adsorbed O2 molecule
for the two adsorption sites P1 and P2 in the planar Au20
cluster as a function of substrate doping concentration.
lowered.32,33 In this model, one considers a parameter called
the “d-band center,” εd, which is the weighted center of the
d-band density of states, relative to the Fermi energy εF. The
basic statement of the d-band model is that the higher in energy
εd is, the better the catalyst.
However, the d-band model, in its original simple form,
where all the “action” is in the d electrons alone, and the
remaining electrons behave in the same way in all situations,
cannot be used to explain the increase in reactivity on substrate
doping that we observe, as we now demonstrate. Let us first
examine how the filling of the various electronic states of
the Au cluster changes when the substrate is doped with an
electron donor. Unlike in an isolated Au atom, in Au20 on
pristine MgO, the d states are only partially occupied: out of
11 valence electrons, on average 9.63 and 9.62 are in d states
in the T and P geometries, respectively. This is in agreement
with previous experimental findings about the distribution of
electrons in s, p, and d states in small Au clusters.34 However,
upon introducing additional electrons by doping the substrate
up to a level of 2.78%, only 0.09 electrons go into the d states
of Au20, whereas 0.58 electrons go into the s and p states [see
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. This rather large uptake of electrons can
be explained by the high electronegativity of Au atoms, which
is further increased due to relativistic effects.35,36 As a result
of this large electron transfer from the doped substrate to the
Au cluster, the d-band center of Au moves down in energy,
(i.e., opposite the direction one would expect if the d-band
model could explain the observed lowering of barriers), and
so does the sp-band center, εsp. This is shown in Figs. 3(d)
and 3(e), and the reason for this is shown in the cartoon model
in Fig. 5. Note that the downward shift in εsp is greater than
the downward shift in εd, primarily because of the greater
injection of electrons into the sp states. Note also that to
characterize the shifts in energy of the sp bands, we have
chosen to look at a single energy εsp, defined as the energy
where these states achieve half-filling (see the supplementary
material for definitions of band centers as well as results for
their behavior when they are referenced to the vacuum level
instead of the Fermi level).43
Within the d-band model, the energy of the transition state
for the dissociation process can be estimated as37
δEt s ∼ − 2V
2
εa′ − εd + αV
2, (1)
where εa′ is the energy of the molecular antibonding state
after having been renormalized by interacting with the
metal’s s- and p-bands, V is the coupling matrix element
between the molecular orbitals and the d states of gold,
and α is the proportionality constant that is involved in the
orthogonalization term.
We can now extend the d-band model to incorporate the
changes in the behavior of sp electrons upon substrate doping,
by writing
δEts ∼ − 2V
2
εsp − εd − δ + αV
2, (2)
where δ is approximately a constant (see the supplementary
material).43
This suggests that ∆ε ≡ εsp − εd should be a good
descriptor of the catalytic activity of gold clusters and should
be small for a good catalyst. In tuning catalytic activity using
the d-band model, one focuses on making εa′ − εd or ∆ε small
by pushing up εd; in systems like ours, one instead reduces
∆ε by lowering εsp. Like the d-band center, εsp − εd has the
advantage that it is easily computed and is a property of the
catalyst alone. One question that arises in this field is whether
it is more appropriate to reference computed energies to the
FIG. 5. Cartoon model showing the densities of states (DOS) of the sp- and
d-bands, and the downshift in energies of both upon an increase in filling. The
downward shift is more for the sp-bands than the d-band because of both
the larger injection of charge and the shape of the DOS. εsp, εd, and εF
are the sp-band center, d-band center, and Fermi energy, respectively. Note
that this figure is schematic only, and in reality the Au d DOS is far from
rectangular, with a peak well below εF, and a tail extending to higher
energies.
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Fermi energy or the vacuum energy; note that εsp − εd also has
the additional advantage that it is independent of any choice
of reference energy.
In Fig. 3(f), we examine how ∆ε, the difference in the
energies of the sp- and d-states, varies with doping. One sees
that indeed,∆εdecreases upon doping the substrate. This figure
finally contains the key to explaining our results in Fig. 3(a):
the progressive lowering of the denominator in the first term on
the right-hand-side of Eq. (1) or Eq. (2), due primarily to the
downshift in energies of the s and p electrons, is responsible
for the lowering of barriers with doping.
Similar arguments should presumably hold also for other
sizes of gold clusters, on other oxide substrates, other dopant
atoms, and other charging mechanisms that add electrons to
the cluster. A number of studies have shown that negatively
charging gold clusters has a significant activity on their
catalytic activity.5,19,38–41 In such scenarios, mechanisms
similar to those described above would presumably operate,
and it would be interesting to re-examine these cases in this
light, to see if this can explain the changes in reactivity
in these situations. The arguments presented in this paper
apply to negatively charged Au clusters; and we note that
the behavior of s electrons has also been invoked to explain
the enhanced reactivity for partial oxidation of methane of
positively charged Au clusters in the gas phase and on an
undoped oxide substrate.42
In this study, we have used Al-doped MgO as the substrate,
because it presents itself as a very simple system to model the
effects of doping by an electron donor. However, we note that
for actual practical applications, doping by a simple metal
like Al may not be the best choice, as the excess charge may
be trapped at impurity sites; a better choice may be to use
a transition metal with variable oxidation state as the dopant
atom.12,13
We note that another demonstration of the possibilities
offered by substrate doping has been furnished by other authors
who have studied gold clusters on doped ceria substrates;10
the focus of their work is somewhat different from ours, in
that they have examined how the presence of the dopants
affects the vacancy formation energy, which in turn serves as
a good reactivity descriptor for CO oxidation in the combined
system.
In summary, we have shown, by theoretical calculations,
that the strategy of substrate doping that was recently proposed
as a method of tuning the morphology of gold clusters on
oxide substrates, and that has been shown to work for this
purpose both theoretically and experimentally,11–13 confers in
addition the highly desirable benefit of drastically reducing
barriers for oxygen dissociation on these clusters, so that
reaction rates are significantly increased. The general nature
of our arguments suggests that this should hold true also for
several other reactions. We hope the work presented here
will stimulate experimental measurements of reactivity on
such doped systems. This work underlines the importance
of nanoparticle-substrate interactions in nanocatalysis. The
analysis presented shows that rather than the d-electrons,
which have been cited as the source of the enhanced catalytic
activity of small gold nanoparticles,32 it is the s and p electrons
of gold whose energies and electronic structure play a key
role in the reduction of reaction barriers, in this case. We
believe that an appropriate descriptor of the reactivity of gold
nanoparticles could be εsp − εd, the difference in energies of
the sp and d states.
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